Improving Sensitivity and Reproducibility of SERS Sensing in Microenvironments Using Individual, Optically Trapped Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy(SERS) Probes.
Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) sensors offer many advantages for chemical analyses, including the ability to provide chemical specific information and multiplexed detection capability at specific locations. However, to have operative SERS sensors for probing microenvironments, probes with high signal enhancement and reproducibility are necessary. To this end, dynamic enhancement of SERS (i.e., in-situ amplification of signal-to-noise and signal-to-background ratios) from individual probes has been explored. In this paper, we characterize the use of optical tweezers to amplify SERS signals as well as suppress background signals via trapping of individual SERS active probes. This amplification is achieved through a steady presence of a single "hot" particle in the focus of the excitation laser. In addition to increases in signal and concomitant decreases in non-SERS backgrounds, optical trapping results in an eightfold increase in the stability of the signal as well. This enhancement strategy was demonstrated using both single and multilayered SERS sub-micron probes, producing combined signal enhancements of 24-fold (beyond the native 106 SERS enhancement) for a three-layered geometry. The ability to dynamically control the enhancement offers the possibility to develop SERS-based sensors and probes with tailored sensitivities. In addition, since this trapping enhancement can be used to observe individual probes with low laser fluences, it could offer particular interest in probing the composition of microenvironments not amenable to tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy or other scanning probe methods (e.g., intracellular analyses, etc.).